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Triple 7 Restaurant and Microbrewery opened its doors at Main Street Station in 1996 during the rise of the modern craft beer movement.

As the first brewery in downtown Las Vegas, 777 established a landmark for the area and a cornerstone of local craftsmanship. This award-winning 

brewery features six varieties of the most refreshing hand-crafted beers in town. Our brewmaster's black cherry stout won both silver and bronze at 

the 1997 and 1999 Great American Beer Festival. Most recently, in 2018, we unveiled a collaboration brew with San Diego’s Stone Brewing Company. 

Aptly named “Eh, Waddyagunnado," this 8% ABV double red ale was a first for the Las Vegas region, and a massive hit. Today, we're proud

to still be brewing in the same spot where it all started. The way we see it,we're right where we belong. Voted 2019 Best of Las Vegas Brewpub!

HIGH ROLLER GOLD 

The most popular of our line up, light and refreshing, using only the highest quality ingredients

ABV: 5.0% 

MARKER PALE ALE 

American hops, pale malt, ale yeast, clean, slightly bitter and refreshing

ABV: 5.6%

ROYAL RED LAGER 

This Vienna-style lager has a distinctive toasted character is medium bodied and balanced
by “noble” hops

ABV: 4.5%

BLACKCHIP PORTER 

Full-bodied, silky and creamy, roasted malt and hoppy bitterness. Deep and dark with a blend
of five malts to gives it a complex flavor with chocolate and toffee undertones

ABV: 4.3%

DOUBLE DOWN HEFEWEIZEN 

Hints of banana, clove and vanilla, this German wheat beer is unfiltered in accordance with 
custom and tradition

ABV: 5.0%

TRIPLE 7 BREWMASTER SPECIAL 

The Brewmaster Special features a monthly rotation of his finest creations. Some of the favorites 
are Raspberry Wheat, Mango Hefeweizen, India Pale Ale and the famous Black Cherry Stout

ABV: Varies
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Beer selection may vary. Please ask your server which beers are currently available


